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UL-Listed

Made in 
 the USA

Indoor &  
Outdoor Use

FEATURES

Our Hidden Hinge Light box is ideally suited 
for high traffic environments as it has a 
streamlined hinged aluminum face frame 
with keyed locks that secure your visuals.

Whether you need to display a film or a 
fabric graphic, our Hidden Hinge light 
box allows for both options to be 
changed very easily, and the backlit LED 
lighting provides bright and even, energy-
efficient illumination.

OPTIONS

HIDDEN HINGE 
LIGHT BOX
Lockable Display for 
Indoor or Outdoor

 + Indoor or outdoor design

 + Film or fabric graphics

 + Pedestal for floor use

 + Custom sizes 

 + Black or RAL colors powder coating 

 + Dimmable (requires hardwiring) 

 + Internal on/off switch

 + Color temperature: 4100K, 6500K

 + Voltage: 110v - 220v or 277v

 » Durable aluminum construction

 » Anodized silver finish

 » Lockable door

 » No visible hardware; 
 hinge is concealed

 » Backlit for bright illumination

 » Energy efficient LED strips

 » UL-Listed

 » 2 year warranty

 » Ideal for high-traffic areas
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TECHNICAL DATA

Storefront Advertising Directory Signage Drive-Thru

HHDB

9”

Internal - for film 
graphic only

3”

24”x24” 

100”x17’ 

4-3/4” smaller than
outside dimensions

5-1/4” smaller than 
outside dimensions

Internal, 24 V DC 
transformer

8’ cord or pig tail 
(required for outdoor)

As an option

HHTB

3-7/8”

Internal - for film 
graphic only

3”

24”x24” 

100”x17’ 

4-3/4” smaller than
outside dimensions

5-1/4” smaller than 
outside dimensions

Internal, 24 V DC 
transformer

8’ cord or pig tail 
(required for outdoor)

As an option

Product code

Panel depth

Snap frame 

Door frame width

Smallest dimension 
available

Largest dimension 
available

Film graphic size 

Fabric graphic size

Power supply

Power cord

On/Off switch

HIDDEN HINGE 
LIGHT BOX

HHLB

6-3/4”

Internal - for film 
graphic only

3”

24”x24” 

100”x17’ 

4-3/4” smaller than
outside dimensions

5-1/4” smaller than 
outside dimensions

Internal, 24 V DC 
transformer

8’ cord or pig tail 
(required for outdoor)

As an option

HIDDEN HINGE 
STANDARD

HIDDEN HINGE 
LARGE FORMAT

HIDDEN HINGE 
DUAL SIDED

High traffic public spaces

Weatherproof design for outdoor usage:

+ 3/16” Polycarbonate sheet in the door

+ Silicon seal around the perimeter

+ Drainage holes on the bottom edge


